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The development of instructior4 materials; or "courseware,"

constitutes a major component in the upe of computers or other

media for instructional purpoiii (Carnegie, 1972; Anastasio and

4,
Morgan, 1972; Hunter, et al., 1975). This paper reports on a

study of procedures used by a number of groups to develop

courseware for-the OLAT05 system. The_common elements in the

steps taken to develop usable courseware, the personnel

considerations involved in this task, and factors which exerted

a strong influence onEtheprocess of courseware development are

described. The discussion should help to clarify the_complex

task of courseware development and stimulate further efforts

- F

to refine.the process. H

There have been many publications which propose courseware

development procedures (see reviews by Gagne and Rohwer, 1969;

Merrill, 1971; Schutz and Baker, 1971; Glaser and Resnick, 1972;

McXeachie, 1974). A few articles have included descriptions of

the operations of courseware development efforts (Yelon,_ 1973;

Reed, Ertel, and Collart, 1974; Cashell, Lent, and Richardson,

1975; Diamond, et-al., 1975), while others have described the

research or theory.--onwhich_procedures were based (Bruner, 1966;

Anderson, et al., 1969; Gagne, 1970;--Atkinsoti, 1972; Atkinson

and Paulson, 1972; Merrill, 1972;- Merrill and Boutwell, 1973).

Further articles have dealt with general limitations of the

courseware development process (Locatis, 1973), the political
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contexts of these efforts (House, 1974; Fraley and Vargas, 1975),

and methods for evaluating the different procedures (Felker and

Shettel, 1975; Smith and Murray, 1975). In addition, there have

been publications dealing with the unique aspects of instructional

development for computer-based systems (Bunderson, 1973;

Millelsohn, 1974; Reed,'Ertel, and Collart. 1974; Broderick, 1975;

Eshenbrenner and Lamos, 1975). However, there hare been no

previous attempts to study a variety of procedures. Without close

examples to follow, this study could take only a broad,

preliminary look at the spectrum of courseware development

procedures used with the PLATO system and the factors which'

influence them. Its. purposes include the following:

1. -Synthesize the procedures used by people working

with the PLATO system through the 1974-75'

academic years into descriptive models of the

stages that instructional lessons went through

as they were developed and of the'personnel

structures that were used to accomplish this

work.

2. Raise questions about the determinants of the

selection and productivity of these procedures.

3. Recommend hypotheses and methodologies for

further research on courseware development

procedures.



No attempt has'been made to relate thissstudy to judgments about

the effectiveness of the courseware or the individuals involved.

Therefore, final judgments about the procedures would be premature.

Hopefully, other researchers will use the recommendations of this

paper in collecting the data necessary to choose among the various

courseware development procedures described.

The data for this study were collected between June, 1974

and March, 1975 through interviewkyith 122 people who were

involved in the development of courseware for the PLATO system.

With few guidelines concerning the specific information to be

sought, questionnaires, on-line data records, and daily logs were

found to yield incomplete descriptions of procedures, which were

rapidly changing.- Interviews (see appendix) provided the

flexibility to ask questions appropriate for'each interviewee_

and yet to cover a broad range of topics. The people to be

interviewed were selected on the basis of their affiliations with

certainiOroups of developers. All projects which were 'funded by

the agency which-funded this study were included. In addition,

seven groups supported as part of a national field trial for PLATO

in public education, three university-based courseware development

groups and three support groups, organized to support development .

efforts of other groups, were included. See Table 1 for a listing of

the groups, the dates of their interviews, and the number of

people interviewed. More information about the data collection

procedures can be found in the final section of this paper.

10
,
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Insert Table 1 about here

In order to put the discussions of procedures and their

determinants into context, the next section describes the PLATO

_aystem. The 'following section deals with the stages of courseware

development and the characte istics of the courseware which affect---
its development. The org anization and management oc Courseware

development efforts and the r iluences on the process are then

described. The report con t odes with-a combined summary and

recommendations for fu research.

N

THE PLATO SYSTEM

Development of the PLATO system has been carried on

continuously at the University of Illinois since 1959. The first

product\lf this research was PLATO I, a single terminal, prototype

system using Illiac I, an early electronic computer. Subsequent

developmental stages, PLATO II ind PLATO I, were multi-user

systems of increasing size and sophistication. The current

system, PLATO IV, became operational in 1971 and came into

extensive use in 1972 (see Lyman, 1975 for historical

highlights and a list of publications describing the development

of the PLATO system'.



Features of the -11Mnrlystent
ow.I.Nwem

.The PLATO IV system has several distinct hardwire features

which directly and indirectly influence courseware development

'procedures (Wood, 1973). TheseAnclude:

1) Plasma- display panel terminele Wbich can

selectively display and,eraseatandard

. -

alphanumeric or user7designed 'characters and

line 'drawings at any sc- ten location.

These terminals can also stpport rear

projection microfiche image selectors,

touch-initiated input, random access audio

devices, and a variety of other peripherals.

The terminals can be used either by developers

to create-new software and courseware or by
rr

students to interact with the courseware which

has been developed (Stifle, 19/4).

2) A large central computer to which i,000 terminals

can be connected. The extended core storage or

ECS, an integral part of this computer, allows

rapid response to input from users at terminals

(Stifle, 1972).

3) A telecommunications network which uses microwave

transmitlion, voice-grade phone lines, and other

10

12
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devices to connect remotely orated terminals

to the central processor (S erwood and Stifle,

1975).
Y

rit-addition to the unique co

1
lection of hardware ,involved,

another distinctive and importan component of the syst- . a

TUTOR authoring language (TenCs r 1975; Sherwood, 1974).

Development of this language biligan at the University of./11innis

In 1967 (Avner and Tencsar, 1,69) and has.been refined continually

on the basis of th4 experleo4 and needs of the users (iencear,

1975). Its key features include:

1) Computational features, such as implied

multiplication and superscripts for exponents,

that closely mimic natural algebraoluscompilation

of all calculatiOns into machine code for rapfi

execution.

6

2) Numerous commands Which enable developers to take

advantage of the graphic capabilities of the

plat:a display panel terminals.

3) Extensive answer;judging capabilities.

4) A large selection of branching commands to assist

in individualization of instruction.

There are five discernible categories or levels of software,

in use on the PLATO system. These are:

.13

4



1) System software for running PLATO programs,

including the display formatter, the TUTOR

language compiler (or condensor), a memory

manager, and input-output support.

2) System software for supporting and facilitating

computer-based education. These include course

rosters or "records" through which instructors

give access to the system, "routers" for

sequencing studenti through instructional

segments or "lessons," and routines for

collection of data -which summarize-students' progress

through the lessons.

3) Systems software for assisting ln the development

of lessons. Among the mast important features

provided' are: the text editor which includes

powerful tools for the creation of displays;

AIDS - an online guide to thzi TUTOR language

and PLATO system; special inter-terminal

view

support which allow a user to

another user's lesson matizial, as well

as to "talk" to the other user by displaying

typed messages simultaneoUsly on both screens.

14
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4) Programs provided by the user for inter-lesson

'routing, student data collection and analysis,

and special online administrative routines.

Such support programs are generally written to

enhance or extend the capabilities of the software

mentioned in 1 and 2.

5) "Lessons" or instructional programs which contain

the specific information and displays Which are

piesented to the student. Students using a

condensed lesson do not eee the actual TUTOR

code which operates the displays which they see.

Various types of lessonv are .0escribed t later

section.

The last two categories of software are called "courseware"

in this paper because both instructional "lessons" ond the

support programs in category four had to be developed by the

courseware development groups. The effects of develOping support

programs are discussed in a later section.

'Courseware has been developed in tumerous subject areas and

for levels of instruction ranging from preschool to graduate

education (Lyman, 1975b). These efforts can be roughly divided
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to three time periods, as follmia: prior to 1967-68, 1967-68

\

to 1971-72 and 1971.72 to 1975-76. \Jilting the f st period, the
\

PLATO system itself s being developed through/versions I, II,

and III with primary> ndin from the U. S. Department of Defense.

Courseware development as n cessariiy limited to a few orgabized

efforts at t1e University of Illinois. A rudiments:7 language

for courseware develOpment,,ca110 CATO, was introduced in 1965,

but developers had to be quite /onversant with ocher computer

programming languages. (Ate research project 'on courseware during

the period was funded by the U. S. Office of Education (Easley,

1968). Some efforts were the work of individasas without outside

Support or with small grants from various sources.

Two events in 1967-68 affected courseware,development

effo ts on PLATO. Firs, the Computer -based Education Research

Laboratory (CERL) was eatablished to continue research and

develoOrnt on the sysie\al and to provide terational suppirt fOr

system users. Second, the TUTOR language was-introduced as a

means for developing cGuteeware.without an extensive background."
in computer use. These enteled to the beginnings of the first

four groups included in this study and many other effotts. Most

of these "groups" were initially just individuals who became

interested and started to work on their own. An additional

impltus to expansion was the infusion of funding from a variety

of sources, including the National Science Foundation; the U. S.

16
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Department of Defense- the State of Illinois; the U. S. Department

of Health, Education an Welfare; the National Institutes of

Health; the Metropolitan Museum of Art; the Ford Foundation; the

S.,Agency for International Development; the Control iita

Corporation; Owens-Illinois, Inc.; and others. Some Of these

funds were granteZ for specific courseware development efforts,

but much of-the money was devoted to the development of the

system which was then available at no charge to anyone with the

Initiative to get involved.

In 1971-72, the PLATO IV system with fitip increase47'*

capabilities and availability, as already described, was

introduced. At approximately the same time, multi- million dollar

projects to test the instructional, technical, and cost

---v-effectiveness of PLATO over a'period of four and a half years were

ended by_the National Science Foundation and by the U. S.

DSP\artment of Defense through its Advanced Research Projects Agency.

' Hoth\projects included significant commitments that courseware

wculd' e used and evaluat, I, although specific courseware

development mechanisms were not presiribeL Later, additional funds

had to be appropriated for courseware development because there

proved to be insufficient support available for these, efforts.

Most of the groups included in this study received support from

these two projects and hence may be a biased sample. An

effort was made, therefore, to include three other groups even

though the wide variety of small efforts could not be included.

17
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At the same time that CERL receiv these large grants, the

Educational Testing Service received sepa ate contracts to conduct

an independent evaluation of the NSF projec and to facilitate

instructional research related to the ARPA pr ject (Anastasio,

1972; Alderman and Mahler, 1973). The later contract included a

commitment to study the courseware develOpment proedures used

with the PLATO system. This paper is,the report of\that study;

reports on other aspects of these projects will be isaued

separately.

COURSEWARE

Stages of courseware development

In order` -to provide a focus for the following discussions of

the determinants 0-f courseware development procedures, this ,

section begins with a generalized description of the procedures

under investigation. This description shares many characteristics

with the numerous general instructional development systems which

have been proposed or described (for example, Gagn&, 1962; Glaser,

1966; Smith, 1966; Biggs, 1970; Schutz, 1970; Gerloch and Ely,

1971;-Johnson and Johnson, 1971; Kemp, 1971; Popham, 1971; Baker,

1973; Eisele, 1973; Pents, 1973; Wallen, 1973; Cagn& and Biggs,

1974; Cow and Yeager, 19;5; Kozma at al., 1975; McManus, 1975).
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There is also correspondence with a proposed\ormat for reporting

on PLATO lesson development, which includes th\stages of general

planning, preliminary design, final design, forma ive evaluation,

implementation, summattve evaluation, and maintenance (for a

description of these stages, see Avner, 1973). The description

given here had to be made more flexible and less prescriptive

than previous descriptions because of the wide variety of\

approaches used by PLATO developers. Some groups have adopttd

rather elaborate and structured procedures, while others have

proceeded on an ad hoc basis. Figure 1 is intended as an abstract

sumway std not as a description of arty particular group or

approach.

''Insert Figure 1 about here

Planning. It i8 possible to start with any of the three

activities which make up thiplanning stage (see Figure 1). In

many cases, the content or behavioral objectives were defined, an

appropriate instructional strategy was selected, and then a basic

program structure was created or adapted from an existing lesson.

In other cases, the developer began-because of wellformulated

pedagogical reasons with a commitment to a particular instructional

strategy, such as drill andpractice or simulations, then

identified appropriate content objectives, and-finally specified

the program structure. In rare cases, a developer chanced upon

19-
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an interesting trogram, usually a game, and then developed

objectives and selected content from-a different subject area to

fit that format.

The depth and breadth of material being planned varied across

groups and time. Four of the thirteen production-oriented groups

started with the idea of developing curricula for single courses or .

multi-year educational programs. Five groups and some members of

Another group startedPwith individual lessc_i and then later planned

entire curricula. The other members of the split group andlLother

group planned individual lessons which were never expanded into

entire curricula. Two Other groups decidedto develop lessons iihich

fit-into an existing curriculum, but once the topics had been

'determined, tech lesson was planned independently.,

Tbeformality of the planning process ranged from the personal

thoughts of an individual to written proposals which were reviewed'

by a committee. Likewise, refinements to plans were based on personal

communications between developers in four of the thirteen production-.

oriented groups, while the other'nine groups had more formal mechanieme,

such *4 revised proposals or group meetings.

_)I

was found that in

addition to revising the plans for individual lessons, twelve of the

thirteen groups made changes in their overall goalie. Such changes

included new target audiences, reductions and expansions in the breadth

of covertge, reductions and expansions in the depth of coverage,
r. 4410

;

reductions and expansions in the number of institutions to be served,

and changes from a research orientation to a production orientation.

20 \
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specifications and directly related to the number of revisions

L.

\ caused by criticisms, the discovery of omissions, and the creation

Of new ideSs irOm other stages. Although there is no conclusive

14

Production. -As seen-in Figure 1, production is the center

of the entire courseware development process. It entails the

fabrication of the design specifications of the planning stage

and the modifications, suggested by -the review and validation

stages. It is complete; only When the lesson is ready for

operational use by stid1tnts. Production Was largely carried out'

by individuals who-were sufficiently proficient with the TUTOR

language to program the lessons under development, although

nonprogrammers frequently furnished suggestions and--idease

Since production involves all coding and debugging of

lessons, it las generally the most tine- consuming stage ofthe'

processe In general, the amount of production work was reported _

to be inversely related tothe mount of detail tn-the design

evidence, it appears that production time was also affected by
0

_the complexity of the lessons, theube of intra- and inter-lesson

\
_.

\ connections, the use of complicated graphiC displays, and the
\ , ,

\seed lor special data collection routines.

s Almost.all production work by the vast majority of the
. ,

N .

,

elopers was done while using a PLATO terminal. While a very

few le went to the extreme of writing cut their TUTOR code

befo hand, st people\\bad only a 'jewel notion of the cods they
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were about to produce when they sat down at a terminal. Some

people developed flowcharts, particularly for complex support

rOutiues, before they began programming on-line. Most developers

used printouts of their existing code when making revisions,

partly because the limited size of the PLATO screen does not

allow all parts of the program, which may have many interactions, \

to be viewed simultaneously. One reason for the great-atiount of

on-line work was the ready access of the system beginning in

1972-73. Another reason is the availability of many on -line aids

and the capability of testing out new section's of code immediately.

One developer contended that since interaction with computer-based

courseware is very detirable and beneficial, it is only natural

that experienced developers would use a great deal of on-line

interaction in their own work habits.

4
Review. Not only were a variety of pebple asked to critique

lessons, but eheir,opitions on the quality ofthe instructional

strategy, the efficiency of the.coding, and the accuracy of the
,1

subject matter content were all the targets.of reviews (see

Table 2). in some groups this process quite formalized and

was supervised by someone other than the-primer) uevelopers ,

(Francis, Goldstein, and Sweeney, 1975; Users 1975);

in other groups each author informally solicited-comments

' according to personal preference. While4ersOnal, face-to4ace .

review by a peer was the most common form of review, some groups

22
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found it beneficiall+ to have critiques given in written form

because of the great perional.attliChment that some authors had to

their lessons (Francis, Goldstein, and Sweeney, 1975; Essex, 1975).

In addition' to critiques by peers and experts, the review stage

incluued initial student.testing, which was often done with

fragments of lessons as well as complete lessons. While some

groups collected and analyzed on-line data and written comments

from these first students, most information from-initial-student ,

testing was _collected by watching the-first-few stride -ts and

observing problems as they occurred, This procedure also allowed

the developer to furnish assistance if the student could not

proceed.

Asiible 2 indicates, other developers, who were usually from.

the same group as the primary developer .04 lesson, were the Most
415,

common reviewers. Most groups als&di4 some type of student

tasting before making a lesson generally available or using it as

part of the regular instructional program. The few external

experts wtiO-were used as reviewers usually looked at only the

overall goals of the project with specific lessons as example,.

The content and instructional design receivedabout the soma--

amount of review and were oftenvreviewed simultaneously.. The
! I

-actual TUTOR code received less review, as would be expected,

and Such reviews usually focused on identifying potential

mdfild -ends" or other programming "bugs."

23
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Validation and documentation. Although some PLATO lessons

have been validated and documented, many have not yet reached this

stage of development or were intede4 for private use. Proper

validation and documentation can be very useful in encouraging

the widespread usage needed to justify the substantial expenditures

of time and resources used in the preiious stages of courseware

development. Avner (1973)' encouraged that.documentation'and

validation be built into the entire process of lesson development

and not simply added on the end. He advocated In iterative

approach which creates increasing specification of the target

audience, objectives, instructional strategies, and validating

evidence as the lesson itself is developed. Avner (personal comiuni
,

cation) suggested five types of validating data which can be easily
,

collected by the system: student time spent, degree of interaction,

lesson difficulty, anticipation of student needs, and relation to

external measure of achievement, attitude, or behavior.

host of the documentation of PLATO courseware that exists

thus far focuses mainly on descriptions of the content and

instructional design (see Lyman, 1975 for a list of publications

about PLATO). Statistics on usage, reactions from students and

Instructors, and records of student response data collected by

24
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the system are also included (for example, Alpert and Jordan,

1976). 'Published comparisons of PLATO courseware and other forms

of instruction have been written bylMcKeown and Lenahen (1974),

McKeown (1974), Bennett (19/5), Dare et al. (1975), and Montarelli

(1975). In addition, there are reportedly other internal or

unfinished studiesof the - effectiveness of PLATO courseware.

-Implementation. The three tasks of the implementation-stage

ate quite distinct (see Figure 1). Maintenance of lessons

,includis the Monitoring and analysis of, data being continuously

collected, making minor programming changes in response to system

cilingee, and adapting' materials to fit the needs of new users, for

example, changing the sequence of certain lessons or the type of

mathematical notation used. The groups involved in the NSF

project were carrying out such tasks, but lost other groups were

not yet providing_such services to other users. Updating

materials implies substantive changes which should be undertaken

only by a qualified professional, presumably with the permission'

or cooperation of the original developers. Such changes could

ieflect new knowledge in the subject area, system capabilities

which were either unavailable or simply unused, or improved

instructional strategies. None of the groups were yet updating

lessons at the time ofthis study. Groups were only disseminating

-their courseware upon requeit or part of the NSF-sponsored field

test. Such activities included demonstrations, training sessions,

25
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consulting nn-proper,
,
usage, and other efforts to encourage use by

faculty at the partAcipating schools. In addition, there ,were

people who worked it the schools and were responsible for keeping

the PLATO opedatinn funciionihg and making the materials

accessible to stUdenti. (See Mahler, 1976 for a more thorough

discussion of implementation.)

Since the interviews for this study were conducted,

continued contact with CERL has led to the observation of

increased implementation activities.° In all casei, original

-developers were initially invulved in the maintenance and

dissemination activitiect More recently, new pereonnel.ierve bein

added tO assist with such efforts andian a fief caste, have

assumed primary, responsibility for implueentationwhenthe

original developer' heti moved on to new projects. While

implementation has functioned quite separately from the previous
,

stages in many ways, it has been wasier.when it was, planned from

the beginning rather-than added to, the dewelopient of courstiare

designed foil use only by the developers.,.

controlling program. It became necessery'innini141,the

thirteen production- oriented groups for a web*** to' he

established for keeping courseware moving through the various

stage*. The majo bottleneck wasusually'at the prOdUction Stage

because there weri many loops which fed back. to firthe;'refinemeit

and because some deivelopeis became so engrosied'in Xpsions that,
;
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they were never satisfied with their quality. Another bottleneck

was caused by having to schedule "outsiders" for reviewing or

student tasting. FinAlly, documentation, maintenance, and

dissemination were not pAreicularly appealing activities for many

courseware developers and were sometimes, postponed indefinitely

in favor-Of developing'new lessons.

Two mechanisms were used to insure the orderly advancement

of lessons through the various stages. The first approach was to,

have lesson. developers fill out a form as they completed each dr

step. This reporting ,kept them continually aware of the remaining

steps and the current status of each lesson. The second approach,,

was to designate a particular persoit,'either the group leader or

the group evaluator, to monitor the progress of each lesson aad

intervene when a problem arose. Such persons operated either

formally with various forms and scheduled meetings or informally

through persuasion and personal contact. Each of these procedures

added significantly to the amount of administration needed by the

.group.

Such procedures were needed mostly by production-oriented

groups with large and sometimes complex organizations. They were
. -

usually used only when externally imposed deadlines from the

sponsoring organization needed to be met. Another contributing

,factor was that very few developers had .tuch previous experience

in curriculum devel.,,ient or computer applications.

or.
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Because they were learning how to use a new medium and how to

develop courseware, it was difficult to estimate the time required

for completion of each stage. Since the PLATO system was adding

.new hardware and software capabilities during this same period,

it would have been impossible for people to be thoroughly familiar

with this new medium. In fact, some of the courseware'development

groups had to be deeply involved in the hardware and software '

developments which were needed for their courseware. These topics

are discussed more thoroughly in-a later section on the influences

of the PLATO system.

Comparison'to other education R & D efforts. The primary

emphasiaof the,PLATO project has been to develop a flexible,,
, .

education-oriented kardware/software system rather than to-develop

curricular materiaiS and a medium.to deliver them. The leaders

of this effort hive Imen.engineers and physical scientists, as

well as other educators. Bagley (1960:suggested, as an ideal)
, 1

a,t4am-approaih to 'courseware development similar to the

general intructionai development system previously discussed.

As more.cipabilitiei were added, dissatielaction with a "systems

approach" grew (Avner, 1975). In an effort to maintain maximum

flexibility and to explore all possible uses of this relatively

new medium, developers were encouraged to use their creativity

individually. By the early days of PLATO IV in 1971-73, the idea

had developed that all

2S
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fdi
college-level instructors could write lessons for us 'in their

own courses, presumably eliminating the need for validation,

documentation, or dissemination of courseware. This belief is

still espoused in an official PLATO publication (Wood, 1975).

The great influx of funding in the early 1970's_caused two

problems for this approach., First, additional deadlines and

independent evaluations were required by the funding agencies.

Therefore, wasted efforts caused by trying tout new ideas were

less tolerable. Secondly, many more people were enticed into

trying to develop courseware by full-time positions, release

from teaching duties, the potential for royalties or job

advancement, the glamour of a nationally recognized project, and

tls personal encouragement of the project staff. Without the

previous self - selection hurdle of strong personal dedication in

order to withstand the uncertainties and problems of working

with a developifig system, many of these people proved to be

unproductive (Gjerde, 1973; House, 1974). For the past few

years, there has been a shift back toward the more structured;

Beam- oriented, groups. Personnel and group structures will be
7

discussed later in this paper; the point here is that the final

stages of courseware development are once again'receiving greater

emphasis. It should be clear that there are advocates of both

structured and unstructufteipproaches to PLATO courseware

development. The ultimate value of each approach cannot yet be

judged,
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Since most of the literature on instructional development is

prescriptive, that is, telling what should be done, it is not
N

surprising that most of the models proposed are quite formal,

elaborate, and rigid. The few papers which are descriptive of

what has actually happened (Cashell, Lent, & Richardson, 1975) tend

toward more flexible approaches. When the details of some rather

structured models are examined (Reed, Ertel, & Collart, 1974) or

when the people who actually' produce the instructional materials

are interviewed, it becomes apparent that many ad hoc decisions

must bemade and revised in most cases, and an iterative approach

which includes modification of objectives and strategies is the

rule rather than the exception. While PLATO's hiitory of courseware

development has:vatying emphases and many variations in procedures

still exist, the overall effect does not seem to be very different

from other educational R & D efforts.

TVess of lessons.

Several different classification, schemes for describing

computer -based courseware have been proposed (Zinn, 1967; Grubb,

1972; Cody, 1973; Milner and Wildberger0974; Wang, 1976). They

contain between five and thirteen categories, which are usually

placed on a continuum Jf "increasing student control" Milner and

Wildberger, 1974) or "a progressive shift'in the locus of control"

from the designer to the student (Grubb, 1972).

Yr
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Wang's Index to Computer Based Learning (1976) contains

descriptions of 336 PLATO lessons or groups of lessdns. Each

entry is supposed to include the instructional strategy used, but

unfortunately 225 of the PLATO lesson descriptions simply say

that they used a "mixed" instructional strategy. The remainder

used the'following descriptors: drill and practice (56),

tutorial (37), simulation (12), computer-managed instruction (11),

problem solving (7), inquiry (6), gaming (6), diagnosis and

prescription (1), socratic dialogue (1), testing (1), and

intrinsic (1). Unfortunately, many of these terms are used by

Various groups in quite different fashions, and Wang does not provide

explicit definitions. The total number of descriptors comes to more

than 336 betause several entries used more than one descriptor:

With the large number of entries using the non- descriptive

"mixed" descriptor. nd no information about how the 336 entries

were selected, no' conclusions about the instructional strategies

of the 4000 hours of PLATO instruction claimed by Lyman (1975)

and Wood (1975) can be reached.

There are presently no complete data on the relationship

between lesson types and work-hours, personnel needs, or any

other courseware development procedures. in'a preliminary study,

Avner (petsonal communication) found that first-year developers

on the PLATO III system took more time to develop tutorial

lessons than drill lessons, possibly because the former simply

use more code.

31
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Scope of the courseware.

The best way to organize a courseware development group, as

well as the amount of work, is greatly influenced by the depth

and breadth of the courseware to be produced. The scope needs to

be measured along at least three dimensions. The first and most

obvious is whether the materials will be used in'an entire course,

for a single unit within a course, throughout the entire

curriculum of a department or school, or to some other degree of

breadth. Secondly, there needs to be a decision regarding the

depth or degree to which the computer-based materials are expected

to teach the content. They may be intended for use as supplementary

materials for those who want enrichment outside of class, as

remedial work for those who cannot keep up with the regular class,

as drill or practice on concepts taught in other ways, as the

primary source of instruction for selected concepts or activities

(such as simulated labs), or, as the sole samee of instruction

(
for students at remote locations. The terms "adjunctive vs.

mainline" (Bunderson, 1973) have been used in reference to this

dimensicn, but it is at least a continuum if not a multi-dimensional

concept. The third dimension is highly confoundfed:hy the first two

and refers to the degree to which the individual parts of the

courseware are expected to be related and coordinated. At one

extreme, if supplementary treatment of-single concepts is planned,

coordination could be extensive but will probably be manimal. If,

Z
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however, primary instruction throughout an entire curriculum is

planned, the individu 1 lessons should be closely related to one

another but could exis as a "smorgasbord" of possibilities to be

selectedLby the individual instructor or student.

As the scope of the courseware increased, not only did the

amount of coordination of the work increase,-but thete was also

a greater need, for planning and review.

Content areas.

It is not clear at this, time that any broad content areas are

not suitable for computer-based instruction; ratherit-appears

that certain types of instruction within each area are better

suited for this medium than are others. Since PLATO lessons have'

been developed in more than fifty content areas, ranging fromthe

kindergarten level to graduate courses, no area of education can

or should be excluded' at this time. Merrill (1975) has suggested

some criteria for deciding if a particular instructional sequence

should be programmed on PLATO, but there is certainly room for

appropriate, topics in all major content areas and age levels' and

for expansion of these criteria as new features-are created. One

conclusion that can be stated is that courseware production is

if
easiest'when the objectives can be clearly stated, and this

process may be easier in some areas than it is in others.- However,

. ease of development must be weighed against potential benefits and

the need to explore new areas.

1
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ORGANIZATION MANAGEMENT

bases -fo activit es.

\\\

All of the groups ii this study sh fted the emphasis of their

27
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work activities over thi course-of time. he first emphasis was

characterized by explorltion of PLATO's potentials. Some planned \\

for this type of acti14ty while others were forced into it because of \

false starts and ch a in goals. While most interest was on

of the system, there was also interest ip. thethe uni4ue featur

appropriate structional strategies.. This first emphasis lasted

f a month to more than a year. The second emphasis was on

4veloping instructional lessons, either to fit into a grand

/scheme or as independent modules determined by the-interests of

//
/ the various individuals. These-lessons reflected the possibilities

explored earlier and used material dev4wped during that time, but

the emphasis- shifted to producing, reviewing, and revising lessons

0
until they were useable. The third emphasis was an attempt-,to fit

all of the lessons together into the on-going curricula of sone or

morkraikular classrooms and to validate their use. This effort

often necessitated modifications, the development of a routing

system, and continual liaison with the classroominstructors,

particularly if such activities were not previouily included.

The fourth and final emphasis is characterized by the maintenance

of the courseware and attempts to spread its use to other

clasitooms. At the time the interviwis for this study were

34



conducted, no groupi had reached this, steady states Since that

time, almost all groups have moved into this implementation stage,

and most have found thip the developers have-left and that this

work most be carried out'by staff members hired specifically for

this work. ,

Beigtg-UVRIALNaur

Each of the 16 groups had its own unique organization and

hi ory. To describe each of these would be tedious and

confusing. Therefore, this discussion begins'witklour abstract

models,of group structure, which were based on an analysis of the,

\16 groups; and then compares the groups with these models.

The independent developer. -SosciAmos one person took

responsibility for the development of instructional lessons. Such

a person often sought advice but made. the -final decisions and did

most of the work. They often shared ideas and critique with

other developers, but there was no,direct coordination, organized

group effort, or formal relationship in most cases. Independent

developers needed expertise in a content area; instructional

design, and TUTOR-prografacing and have been called PLATO "authors."

was hoped at one time that many college faculty members would'

independent developers (House, 1974; Wood, 1975).

]h61.17"..assueshio. -Soietimii several people of essentiall7

status worked together witha commitment to- cooperation

decision-making. In most cases, specialization occurred
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Or was planned. In one group, one person'took responsibility for

administrative duties, another became an authority on intricate

displays, and another specialized in observing student behavior

and evaluating. -HoWever, all members retained responsibility

and interest in the total effort, and no clearly defined hierarchy

emerged.

The lesson'desizner with programming assistants. Subject

matter experts, either faculty members or full-time developers,

sometimes specified the content objectives and instructional

strategy and then let- a progrzweeing assistant design the actual

lesson. These programming assistants, who were often students,

worked with varying-degrees of autonomy depending upon their

own content and programming expertise and the desired involvement

of the lesson designer. Contact between the two ranged &on

interactions on a daily basis to only formal reviews of completed

work at intervals of a month or more. Some lesson designers

would begin the actual programming and then let an assistant

finish it, while others, who were not knowledgeable about the

PLATO system or computer-based edUcation in general, had to rely

-much more heavily on theii,programming assistants.

The support staff. Several groups added specialists in

TUTOR programming, instructional design and evaluationv or

audio-visual production. The.TUTOR experts consulted with lesson

designers and programming assistants, worked on partlealarlr

36
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complex routines, especially support routines such as "routers"

and "drivers," and trained new group members to use the TUTOR

_language. The instructional design and evaluation specialists

consulted with lesson designers and were Often responsible 'for_

reviews and.validation. The audio-visual production specialists

were used when there was a mapr commitment to the use of

microfiche or.audio-messages.

Comparison of models and groups: The correspondinth between

the models just presented and the groups which were interviewed

for this study is Shown in Table 3. 'The groups are.listed

according to the dates when they first began-work on PLATO. The

various phases were used to indicate different times at whiCh

groups changed their modes of operation. The length of each

phase varied' with each group.

Insert Table 3 about here

Some of the "groups" -were not actually organized structures,

particularly in their first phases. All of the non-military-

groups started as several separate efforts, each often-exhibiti*

the chszacteristiis of different models. Sometimes these efforti/

were located in different departments or even different institutions

and:bad very limited contact with each othe--, 'Formal stoup

structures and coordination activities came only when outside

3"'.
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funding permitted release from teaching duties or full-time staff

;members. The eilitary sites all began irith such funding.

Three of the groups were studied because, they provided

support for other courseware development efforts. Although the

people in'eachsof these groups did develop instructional lesions,

often as training materials or on-line aids for other developers,

their.primary Missions were not to develop lessons for student

use. When they did produce lessons, either individual members

worked Closely with another group or the group functioned as a

colleagueship to.produce support routines and training materials.
4

Because of this unique status, they are listed in Table 3 as

pure forms of the support staff and are not included in most of

the following discussions, which focus on the thirteen

"production-oriented" groups charged with developing` lessons for

student use.

All but one of the Production-oriented groups exhibited the

charecteristici of two or more models. The lone e+eptionHmade

such heavy use of the Military Training Centers group for aupport.

that it cannot completely be considered as a pure example of a

colleagueship. All of the nos-military groups without support

staffs, and many with their own support staffs, made use of the

PLATO Services Organization-ind-ihePLATO Educational Evaluatiln

and Reaearch'group.
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It should be noted that four of the first five groups and
0.

four of thelast fiVe groups have-only one phase, while the

groups in the middle of the table have more complex patterns.

There appear to be several reasons for these characteristics.

The four early groups with only one phase were all based upon

substantial involvement by University of Illinois faculty members

who demonstrated great interest and commitment early in-the

history of PLATO. They seemed to have known what they wanted to

accomplish and how they wanted to'work more clearly than

developers hired for special projects. .-Also because of this base

and the early starts, three groups were under less scrutiny than

the remaining groups, whiCh were all funded by;NSF-or ARPA.

Therefore, some of thilr early phases or more subtle changes may

have been missed. On the other hand, the latest one;phase groups

were all either support groups or military groups and have

relatively short histories. Not only miwirt2e benefited

from the experiences of earlier groups, but their non - academic

bases had special consequences. Thus, we cannot be sure whether:

the lack of any-independent developers in the last seven groups

is the result of disenchantment with that moss of operation or

is because military sites mitigate against such individualism.

Finally,,most of the groups with convoluted histories ere

part of the National Science Foundation project and thus were

greatly influenced by a second infusion of funds and accompanying

39
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madd available for general use. Without any coordination, there

were examples of several independent developers who works& on

lessons covering the same topics, and there was some tendency for

independently leveloped lessons not to-be used by other

instructors. di the positive side, independent developers

required little administrative overhead, and the more successful

ones often worked for intrinsic rewards or professional

recognition, rather than for full-time salaries. Also, some of

these independent developers produced very creative and apparently

effective lessons.

The colleagueships, while not usually requiring a great deal

of formal administration or direction, did need a substantial

amount of effort aimatat fostering cooperation and group spirit.

Finding and keeping qualified people was also a problem. Since

they were all of equal status, there was little chance of reducing

costs-by paying lower salaries for routine work. &luaus. of the

specialization that occurred in all colleagueships, there was

less demand on eech group member to provide expertise: inn all

facets of tourseware development. Lessons using sophisticated
1

programming were possible without causing an undue buden on any

.....---

individual to learn an unreasonable number of new akifia. The

sharing of plans and mutual reviews of lessons eliminated most

of the faCtual errors, inferior instructional strategies, and
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poor programming. ale popularity of this group structure is-

evident inits being part of eleven of the thirteen

production-oriented groups.

Lesson designers were mostly faculty menbersor.full -time

content expero with many responsibilities. Adding programming

assistants seemed to make better use of these higher-paid, busy

content experts. Several faculty members, who would not otherwise

have done so, became involved with PLATO :, use '1..ey did not have

to do their own programming. The success o. these arrangements

depended upon the programming abilities of the assistants, the

amount of involvement of the lesson designers, and their ability

to Communicate with each other. Success was Vary limited when

the programming assistant was unfamiliar with the content area

and the lesson designer was unfamiliar with the PL/20 system and

commuter-based education, in general. Not only was comminication

difficult in these circumstances, but creative interaction

between the content specifications and the inructional design

specifications was almost impossible.

Suppoc; staffs were either incorporated successfully with-

other groUp structures or were used extensively by other groups.
6'

TUTOR experts were the most common type of support .;taff members.

Evaluation specialists, who usually had advanced degrees, were

often primarily responsible for reviews and validation efforts.

Some of the.audio-visual production specialists had advanced
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degrees and were responsible not only for the production o

tittles or audio discs but also for their design. Instruc tonal

design consultants were the least used type of support aff. It

is unknown whether the additional expense of an interriatiupport

staff can be justified by greater productivity by the primary

developers or greater quality in the courseware. Support staffs

tended to be added as groups became larger and more complex, and

\\Iitit seems likely that sophisticated programs, validation, and

p spheral devices would not have been used without the help of

these specialists.

Influences of the PLATO System

A number of factors which influenced the organization and

management of these groups were determined by the use of the

PLATO system and were not under direct control of the individual

groups. These factors often had differential effects on groups

but operated mostly as a general context in which group decisions

could be made.

Development of the PLATO System. The CUL policy of

continuing development of the system and its language (Avner,

1975; Steinberg, 1975; Stifle, 1975; Tenczar, 1975) was

advantageous in some ways but disadvantageous in others. It led

to a system which is very flexible and well suited to the needs

of a broad spectrum of educational applications. Author input

'had a significant impact upon the development of the TUTOR
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language, as authors could request and usually receive new

language featuers to facilitate their work. Of the experienced

TUTOR programmers who were interviewed, none indicated ever being -

limited by the language. This continuing development has led to

efforts in many areas and with many instructional techniques

that could not have been imagined without ample experience with

the medium. However, this expansion and refinement also created

demands on programmers be lause it was coupled with instability.

If someone did not-use the system for a few,months or weeks, any

new or revised features often had to be learned before productive

efforts could resume; Some people have spent considerable time

in efforts only to find that a new system feature made the

problem trivial. There have_also been sows people who found

PLATO programming to be so confusing, demanding, and unstable that

they decided that if was not worth the effortirequired of them.

As more PLATO systems are put into operation, continued development

of the authoring language and system software will probably be

restricted to one experidental system with the operationally oriented

systems receiving updates at less frequent intervals.

Hardware and software limitations. Although.the power of

the PLATO hardware mil software have created many opportunities

for innovative educational use, several problems arose in the

early period of courseware development which adversely affected
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that process. These problems were largely created by an

unanticipated competition for PLATO system resources. Initially,

many groups, especially those remote from CERL, had difficulty

obtaining terminals, often due to. late delivery; As 'Letminals

became more widely available, authors found development hampezed

because of shortages of "lesson spaces"--allotments of disk

storage. These shortagLa have generally been alleviated by

acquisition of hardware. Eventually, critical difficulties were
to

experienced with the allocation of Extended Core Storage (ECS).

As more authors gained access to PLATO and as student usage

increased sharply,_it became clear that there was insufficient

ECS to suport the resulting number of users. Although additional

ECS was obtained, it became obvious that this resource had to be

carefully managed.

Further restrictions were placed on authors because of

competition for the "condensor," a program which translates the

author's program into a format used by the PLATO computer. .There

was not enough computing power to allowr authors to condense at

will (sometimes several times a minute while debugging), en sharp

curtailment of "condensing" was enforced.

In all cases, students were given higher priority in access'

to these features than authors, so that much on-line work during

the daylight hours, when students were using the system, became

difficult and sometimes impossible. Developers were frequently

forced to adapt to a nighttime work schAdule.
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Development of some aspects of the system lagged behind-

others. In particular, peripheral devices such as thir;;Uch

panel, slide selector and audio device had not reached a stage of

development comparable with other hardware on the system. The

touch panels, though reliable, were produced slowly at first and

were consequently not readily available: On the other hand,

slide selectors were widely available, but microfiche for the

slide selectors were difficult to produce. The-production

process was rather le_a (two weeks at minimum), and the quality

was not consistent. The prototype audio device was both

unreliable and in short supply. Audio recordings were difficult

to produce, and the end result was frequently undesirable. In

,,operation, the device was often balky.

As a consequence of these problems, those groups which

counted heavily on the operation of these devices in their

courseware development were required to devote time and resources

to maintenance and repair of equipment.and feedback to desigalingineers.

In same cases, it was necessary to redesign and reprogram lessons to minimize

dependence on the peripheral devices. Subsequent improvements to

the hardware and production-processes have reduced the early

problems with touch, slide, and audio so that future developers

should not encounter the same difficulties.
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Proximity to CERL. Having a group based at CERL had several

advantages and a few disadvantages/ First of all, users in

Champaign- Urbana needed to be far less concerned with routine
1

hardware maintenance and reliability. Many experienced,

technicians were close at hand, and there were fewer probleis

caused by telephone tr 'missions and delivery of equipment,

especially during the early daya of the project., Secondly,

experienced PLATO programmers, and lesson designets were reyity

available for,face-to-face consultation, while remote users had

to depend. -more heavily on ow-line consultants located at CERL.

Thirdly, this pool of experienced people located at CERL could

often be drawn upon for staffing a new project.

Sources of advice. Most of the advice which was sought

concerned how to program a particular sequence: -Although some

people first tried.to get the information they needed from the

on -lInedocumeitation called AIDS, most went to a fellow programmer

or the TUTOR expert in their group. As the AIRS materials have

been improved, they have been used more--even as the initial

source of information. When a local resource person was not available or

could not help, they contacted a member of the PLATO Services

Organization or some other TUTOR authority at CERL either

personally or through the on -lineconsulting capability, which

allows both the consultant and the client to look at the

appropriate part of the lesson while typing messages to each

other across the bottom of the screen.
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Since most developere had already decided on the content and
.

instructional strategy of the lesson when they bean production, they

usually did not seek advice in these areas. Advice on these aspects

sometimes -came during training or the planning stage of courseware

development but was only actively sought during the review stage.

Use of support routines. The parts of the courseware which do

not contain the content-oriented instructional materials but which

serve in the development or presentation of such materials are

referred to as support routines. These routines may be integrated

into the instructional lessons or may exist separately, using or

being used by the instructional lessons as needed. At least three

types of Support routines are in use. "Drivers" are routines which

set up the basic format of a type of instruction and into Which

different content can be placed. For example, some "drivers"

provide the basic structure for multiple-choice questions,

including placement on the screen, random ordering of alternative

responses, corrective feedback, and storage of responses. It is

then possible for someone with little PrograMming experience to put

in questions with appropriate response alternatives and designation

of the correct answers. A large variety of these "drivers" have been

written and made avallable.for geneiS1 use by.thet, developers. A

second type of support routine is for the collection and manipulation

of student dita. Alma data can be collected automatically by

system-provided routines. This type of data is intentionally rather

general, with more focused data collection being left to the individual
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developer according t. his own specific needs. In addition to

theccollection data, it was also necessary to provide programs

for data summary and analysis (Iatsuoka and Siegel, 1971). The

third type of support routine is the "router" which routes or

transfers students to the inazructional material which they should

see next. A system provided router has been developed, but Sole

groups used elaborate routes of their own, design. A heavy

commitment to the u f support routines had several implications
\ v4

fer coursevare oduction. First of all,-they usually required

the skills an experienced fulltime programmer to deVelop.

Secondly such routines required a substintial commitment of

time a4 resources -;w Vere justified only if used extensively.-
;_,_

For example, one group claimed to have devoted approximately 1,000

hour. to the development of a "drpver" which now allows theerto

add an hour of instructional time in one hour of work. If only

one hour of such instruction is used, it would have required 1,001

work hours, but if 1,000 hours of such instruction are used, each

will have required only two work hours. Since it is doubtful that

1,000 hours of'one format,would be used, the actual figure should

fall'someihere in between the extrftmes.

As can be seen in the above example, some groups have

written elaborate support-routines which weretatendsdfer

general or repeated use, while other groups have used "quicidand

dirty" methods with no generalizability. Several of these efforts

49 1*
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were later made obsolete by new system features,, such as the

system-provided router. In the future, support-routines should

require less time and effort because of the availability of

existing routines, but some unique situations, requiring new

routines oc adaptations of existing routines, are likely. Also,

the application of existing routines to the particular courseware

could demand the attention of a programming specialist.

Characteristics of groups.

In addition to the models of group structure, groups differed

in their methods arselecting members of-the group and the

training received by the new members. In many cases, these

characteristics came AbOut as the result of gradual development

rather than on the basis of overt decisions.

Selection methods. When a project relied upon subject

matter specialists of professional status, especially faculty

members, to volUnteer for involvement in courseware production,

the only selection possible was self-selection. If there were no

restrictions on the length of time, the computer availability, or

number of the support personnel, such a procedure allowed the most

motivated and capable developers to emerge. However, there was a

tremendous risk of wasted effort. Some incapable persons

:7
continued to work because of the glamour of the medium, a greater

chance for advancement, or a variety of personal reasons. Some

capable personi discontinued their efforts because of difficulties
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stemming from competitions for limited resources, desires to use

their time in the most profitable ways, or personal reasons. The

self-selection approaC must account for these failures, as well

as the successful developers, when determining costs and

efficienly.

When the leaders of a courseware development group were

faced with deadlines or limited resources, is was usually the

case, they had to make choices among available personnel. Whsn

the lesson designers were hired on a full-time basis, released

from teaching or other duties, paid as consultants, Or even just

given access to resources, some type of overt selection also took

place. Since none of these jobs were very routine or well defined,

the first. criterion was interest or motivation. Relevant

backgrounds are discussed in a later section, but beyond these

specific skills and experiences, personal characteristics such

as,flexibility,Imolonged dedication to a task, and interest in

innovation were considered.

At the time of this study it was necessary to observe each

person working on the PLATO system in order to determine the

eventual level of productivity. Consequently, many groups had

to readjust personnel commitments when people who were hired did

not prove to be productive. One of the people most heavily

involved in the training of new lesson designers and programmers

claimed to be able to predict futureyrogramming abilityldth,90Z
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accuracy after the first day of training but not on the basis of

previous, documented background. If such predictions are possible,

it should also be possible to devise a task-specific test which

could aid in these judgments before training begins (Popham,

et al., 1974).

TUTOR training methods. The one area of competency for

which specific training programs were developed was knowledge of

the TUTOR language. Such training also inclu424 PLATO lesson

design, which is a pltrt of instructional design. During the

early days of PLATO IV and throughout the life of PLATO III, such

training was Very informal. Evidently,_ most people who expressed

interest were given a demonstration of some existing lessons,

shown bow to "sign on," given a lesson space with which to work,

and told to ask questions whenever they needed help. Such people

went through whichever existing lessons they heard about (as a

student aid, perhaps, looking at the TUTOR code), reviewed the

scant documentation that existed online, and asked whoever was

sitting at the next terminal if a problem arose. They soon

learned who were the most knowledgeable people, including the

'systems programming staff, when they got to more complex

questions. This informality was ndt only feasible because of the

,lose proximity of all PLATO users, but it was also necessary

because the language was undergoing almost daily revision, often

52
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in response to the questions of the users. Several factote such

as the increasing stability of the TUTOR language, more people at

remote locations, and d' organization of formal courseware

development teams led to the feasibility and need for more formal

training methods.

Three major types of training evolved. First, accredited

courses which included training in the basics of TUTOR, as well as

general discussions of computer applications in educatioS and

instructional development methods or an analysis of PLATO as a

computer system, wera offered by several departments of the

University of 7 'inois, including extension ccuries infthicago.

The courses used a workbook (Ghesquiere, Davis, and Thompson,

1974) and its accompanying PLATO. lessons.

A second effort was aimed mostly at people who accepted

full-time jobs to develop PLATO materials, especially in the

military. Most of these people participated in one- or two-weak

intensive workshops at the University of Illinois. During the

workshops, the people learned the basics of the TUTOR language

and, if necessary, the rudiments of lesson desigd and validation.

The workshops used some lessons and a manual by Bohn (1973).

These basic introductions to TUTOR were estimated to take 20 - $0

hours of work, depending upon the person's backgrouOd. People

with computer programming, instructional development, and

mathematical backgrounds tended to take lesi time although such

backgrounds were, not necessary for eventual success.
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Finally, advanced training inthe TUTOR language, fol,,owing

.
c-,

either of:thetwe'Previpus Alternatives, wet much more informal.
..;.' ''':',:

, .

and was cidseli relovid to the persoes-actual work. 1. When .1.

:,

problems arosei. assistance-was sOughtfromvarious publications,

such as Sherwood (14,I4) and E. Avner (1975,. 1975b),:from the caring

documentation available in lessdn AIDS'and elsewhere, and ,f

various consultants.' CERL sit up=the PLATO Services Organization

to provide consultation either through personal contact or through,.,

the various communicatidn featuers of the PLATO system. In addition

many groups found it conVenient and, perhap, necessary to hire or

develop a local TUTOR expert who could pro..ide consultation and

advanced training. The comprehensiveness of a person's knowledge

of TUTOR varied greatly and depended upon both the person's

background and-the types of lessons being written. It took

anywhere from a few weeks to a year before the lessons being

written were of sufficient quality to warrant keeping and using

them. When this training was for an individual who was joining

an existing grim, the learning often took place while the

newcomer was' working productively under the direction of a

competent group member. The amoung of direction usually

decreased as the degree of the newcomer's competency increased:

When a new group was being formed, there was more pressure to

advance beyond the learning stage but also less chance for
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competent supervision of individuals. Several groups, therefore,

hired a few highly skilled TUTOR programmert to set up a fulcoal

training program.

Characteristics of individuals.

WtLin most gro 3, there were differences in the backgrounds

sought for various Pontoons, in the interests oc people as =hey

became more involved, in the amount og work expected, and in the

rewards given for PLATO work. All of these factors can be

considered as characteristics of is lividuals.

Relevant backgrounds. The models of group structure

deuriled earlier call for persons with differert backgrounds or,

conversely, were differentially appropriate when different

b.ackgrounds were found in the development team. In some cases,

the model came first; in other cases, the people came first; in

most cases, one or two people began the effort, decided upon a

particular working relationship, and then hired people with

appropriate backgrounds to fill in the rest of the team.

\Regardless of the particular model or combination of models, the

fe_lowing areas of expertise (or, at least, responsibility) hat

to be included: suLject matter content, instructional development

including knowledge of appropriate uses of computer-based systems,

atd TUTOR progmaing. In addition, expertise in .the production

of audio/visual materials was necessary when audio messages or

slides were used. When the materials were intended f'r general

55'
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use, someone had to be responsible for monitoring student

performance, soliciting expert or peer reviews, and

validation.

Because the.relationship between groups and models of

group structure is v.f., complex, it is not possible to give the

relevant backgrounds of people according to the models.

Therefore, Table 4 lists the relevant backgrounds according to

the criteria used in orgirrlly selecting the groups. The first

four categories of experience indicate levels of formal

education, and the last three categories iudicate actual working

experience prior to initial involvement wit!.. the PLATO project.

All interviewees were asked about their bsckgrounds (see

appendix), but not all people in all groups were interviewed.

Therefore, while these data are generally, indicative of rele Nut

backgrounds, specific numbers, particularly the smaller ones,

may be slightly inaccurate.

As indicated in Table 4, projects at colleges and

universities were staffed mostly by people with advanced degrees

in computer-related fields, educational fields, and a variety of

. other contel.t areas. Almost all of the advanced degree holders

working'fc: military projects were at one base, where materials

for a para-medical program were being developed. With regard to

working experience, approximately 61% of the people had prior

teaching experience. The slightly lower 507. for the university
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groups was due to the involvement of studants working under the

direction of faculty members. The extremely small number of

people with prior experience in developing other instructional

materials is quite remarkable. It is impossible to say whether

this phenomenon was advantageous or disadvantageous to PLATO

courseware development efforts. It can -leo not be determined

whether the unique characteristics of F ) courseware development

procedures were the cause or the effect of the lack of curriculum

development expikience. Finally, the fact that 68% of the developers

had little or no previous computer experience seems to be in

keeping with the idea Of developing a computer-based educational

system that can be used by zany people. However, it is also

clear that, even though the system developers are not included

in these figures, a significant imber_of developers did (and

perhaps had to) have substantial computer;-related backgrounds.-

Insert table 4 about here

Levels of individual interest. 'In-addition to learning the

TUTOR language and any other necessary competenc -ex, there

appeared to be several levels of interest through which PLATO

courseware developers proceeded. In the first level, the person

learned the basics of TUTOR and the PLATO system. In the second

level, the interest centered on exploring the TUTOR language and
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the capabilities of PLATO. There seemed to be a fascination with

the harchitfi-gut-softwarei-and some people, particularly those

without experience as instructors, spun-off to become TUTOR

experts or computer system programmers and developers. Others

without instructional experience remained this level and worked

as TUTOR programmers or coders under close, supervision. The

third level was characterized by an interest in the design of

individual PLATO lessons in order to make them instructionally'

sound rather than simply interesting things to program. If the

person was actively teaching at the time, there was often an

attempt'to try various ideas in the classroom. People at this

level can be called lesson designers. Some people went back and

forth between the second and third levels as new instructional

ideas necessitated better programming skills and better

programming skills generated new instructional ideas. A similar

pattern was found by Avner (personal communication) in an

unpublished study of 27 first-year PLe0 developers. Those

people who went into the fourth level began to look beyond

individual lessons and think about sequencing, routing, the

relationship of-lessons to a curriculum, the use of lessons in

various classroom contexts, and the principles of learning which

underlie the materials. Finally, the few people who entered the

fifth level became interested in the design of instructional

systems. They developed opinions and ideas not only about the
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design of. the instructional materials but also about the process

of developing such materials and the organization of appropriate

development teams. Some people with prior experience in

curriculum development jumped from the first level, to the fourth

or fifth level, and a few of these later went back to learn the

specific skills of'the second and, possibly, third levels.

Full-time vs. part-time work. The circumstances under whi h

a group was formed largely determined whether the members worke

full-time or part-time. When a new_group was brought together

for the specific purpose of developing courseware for a particul r

project, the members usually worked full-time. Students who

worked as programming assistants or support specialists worked

part-time. The question arose with regard to the role of

faculty members. Some groups found that professionals were more

productive when they were not distracted by other responsibilities.

On the other hand, continued contaot with students of the target

population sometimes stimulated ideas, tempered them with reality,

and provided a useful forum for trying out new approaches. The

role of the professional was important. If the person was to be

only an initiator and/or reviewer, part.4ime work was much more

fear,ble and probably preferablethan-iftual production was

also part of the responsibilities.
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When a project had the complete freedom to determine its

pereo nel composition, the goals of the project determined the

desire ility of full-time or part-time workers. "When the major

or sole goal was the production of appropriate courseware,

full-time concentration by professionals, programmers, and

specialists was needed. When the education of students in the

use of computers for instruction was a goal, part-time programmers

and specialists could be learning while doing. When commitment

to use of the system by,faculty members was a goal, wider

involvement by part-time professionals was used. A final

consideration was that when a project was just beginning, it was

easier to ter-ainate an unproductive part-timer than an unproductive

full-time employee.

Rewards for PLATO work. The reward structure of the

sponsoring institution determined the extrinsic rewards for PLATO

work. In the military and projects with external funding at

academic institutions, there were usually full-time jobs for the

duration of the-development effort. Academic institutions also

released faculty members frcm other duties in order .to develop

courseware of set up a formal policy to equate such efforts with

teaching, research, and publications in the determination of

promotion and tenure. Unfortunately, when the regular procedures,

usually involving a committee review, have been left intact,

courseware development has often not been equated with research
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or other scholarly work. There are also plans to pay royalties

to theAevelopers of lessons, based on the amount of use. Of

course, if the developers were paid for their work, the royalties

may go to,the sponsoring institutiiin.

Many ohe people developing PLATO courseware were motivated,

in addition to the extrinsic rewards described above, by rewards

which were intriniic to the work and intangible. Some people

simply enjoyed the ch
\

llenge of programming a computer to carry

%A.out a specific task; so liked the environment and spirit of a

\
developmental effort;. some believed that their efforts will have

-, \
, \

a significant, positive effect n their students or education in-

general. There were even high sch of and undergraduate students.

who worked as programming assistants n order to get lesson

spaces in which they could design their earn materials. These

intrinsic rewards seemed to drive many PLATO;developers to work

much more than the normal work week. Such =Paid overtime work

makes it difficult to assess the costs of development. It should

not be assumed that the intrinsic rewards were sufficient

motivation for most people. With the possible exception of

uninformed lesson designers providing minimal supervision for

highly competent programming assistants, the time investment for

this work was too great to expect anyone to do a satisfactory job

without released time or regular pay.
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Costs of courseware development.

As indicated in the appendix to this paper, the interviews

did include attempts to get estimates of the number of work-hours

spent and the amount of material developed. Most interviewees,

however, were unable to give anything but gross estimates. The

estimates that were received ranged from ten to a thousand

work-hours for single lessons. Some groups had previously

determined an estimated range by some unexplained means, and all

group members quoted the same range. Since these figures were

416
undocumented, there is no way of knOWing what activities and-co

factors were .included.

Grimes (1975) has recently reported on the "cost of initial

development of PLATO, instruction in veterinary medicine." His

estimated average cost of $828.00 per instructional hour, or

$1.937per student-contact hour- does not include expenditures for

"computer usage and salaries of most instructors for and with

whom lessons were deVeloped . . . except those of released-time

personnel or those of instructors paid by the PLATO Project."

He did include the cost of equipment, including PLATO-terminals.

The scope of the courseware is indicated as "more than 50, lessons"

with "approximately 317 instructional hours" using simulations,

games, problem-solving programs, and interactive tutorials which

ail interspersed throughout the four-year veterinary medicine

curriculum.- The entire project, including the start-up period

and an unspecified validation effort, had lasted four years at
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the time the report was written. Grimes concludes with the

statement that the:PLATO effort at the "University of Illinois

College of Veusinery Medicine has been developmental. The

expense of continuing the project at this college or initializing

a similar project at another college should be much less as a

result of this experience."

-Dare, at al. (1975) of the Aberdeen group reported on the

costs of development of PLATO, courseware for a machinists' course

and for a course on the construction and interpretation of tests.

This accounting includes charges for the on=line and off-line

time spent by members of the project staff (including

administrators) for the period from July 1973 to March 1974

during which approximately 30 instructional hours of courseware

were developed. However, it does not include charges for the

assistance provided by the Military Training Centers group at

CUL. Costs for terminals, ,mmunications, and computer usage

are presented separately. The average development time per

instructional hour was reported as 283.6 hours. This development

time was-coated at $8.00 per hour, a figure reported to be the

actual average hourly salary of the project staff, giving an

average development cost of-$2,268.80. Dare,"et al. did not

report estimates of-the-costs of development per student contact

=hour nor did they project the number of students to be trained
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annually with these Materials. Assuming 200 students per year

would use these materials for five years, the average cost of

courseware development would be $2.27 per student-contact hour.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Since this study was broad and preliminary in nature, it raises more

questions than it answers. dopefully, it will provide a starting

point for further research efforts. In an effort. to promote and

focus such investigations, this final secticsr-highlights the important

finding, suggests a number of hypotheses and topics in need of

research, and discusses appropriate methodology.

Hypotheses and Topics

The following summary and suggestions coincide with the

outline of the main body of this paper. Interested readers are

referred to appropriate preceding sections for background

information.

I. Courseware

A. Stages of courseware development

In order to provide a comprehensible description

of the variety of procedures used ro develop PLATO

-eeursewore, five stages (planning, production,

review, validation and documentation, and

implementation) were proposed. A description of

their components and interactions a3 found in the
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courseware development groups under study is

imicquded. The primary questions concern the

generalizability of this model as a descriptive

device and its usefulness in planning future

efforts. Other research is needed to discover

the beet order in which planning specifications

and rev'ews should be made in various situations,

the personnel Who should be responsible for each

stage, and the interactive eifects of each stage

on total production time. At this time, we

conclude that all stages should be anticipated

and included in every courseware development

effort.

B. Types of lessons

Several schemes for classifying types of lessons

are discussed. Once one has been accepted and,

lessons have been classified, the hypothesis that

more complex and interactive lessons require more

total levelopmlt time but are more effective for

certain educational goals should be tested. The,

differential effects of-complex lessons on the

various stages of courseware development should

also be investigated.

65
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C. ScOpe of the courseware

The proper conditions for various levels of the

scope dimensions (breadth, depth, and degree to

which individual 1c cons are coordinated) need

to be specified, and the effects of these levels

on group structures, total development time, and

the stages of courseware developmeni-need to be

studied.

D. Content areas

More information on the suitability of content

areas and topics within content areas for

computer-based education is needed.

'II. Organization and management

A. Changing emphases of group activities

The first question is whether or not the four

emphases discussed (exploration, lesson'

production, curriculum integration, and

implementation) are realistic, and the second

Is how progress-to the final emphases can be

encouraged.

B. Models of group structures

The four proposed models are the independent

developer, the colleagueship, the lesson designer

with programming assistants, and the support

6b



staff. Research questions include the

appropriateness and productivity of each

model in different aituations, their

advantages and problems, and the effect they

have on the eventual courseware-and the

stages of courseware deve pment.

C. Influences of the PLATO system

To research this area, a comparison with other

computer-based systems and other instructional

delivery systems should be made. Within the

PLATO system, topics for investigation include

the advantages, disadvantages, and determinants

of the following topics: system development

occurring simultaneously with courseware

development, the usefulness of peripheral

devices (slides, audio, and touch panel), types

and sources of advice and information, and the

usefulness of support routines.

P. C:laracteristics of groups

The personnel selection and training methods

used by the groups in this study were described.

Pre-selection measures of courseware development

abilities should be developed, and their

reliability and validity should be determined.

6'i'1
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S

The hypothesis that volunteers are more (or less)

productive than full-time employees should be

investigated. The factors which affect the 40

length of training r*.me should be clarified.

E. Characteristics of individuals

117 Relevant educational backgrounds and work

experiences, as we,1 as the levels of personal

interest, were desc2ibed but need to be

clarified. For each stage of courseware

development and each model of group structure,

the advantages and disadvantages of full-time vs.

part-time work and the rewards for courseware

deveiorent Work need to be determined.

F. -Wets of, courseware development
,

The.personnel time and other costs associated

with all of the above options should be

determined. Also, the length of "calendar" time,

as opposed to the number of work-;hours, for each

option is also needed. The products of these

efforts should be properly measured. Presumably,

such a measure would include the number of

students who use the materials and the/length of

time per studeht, but it may albv include the

educational effectiveness of the materials and the

1
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value of the other forms of instruction being

replaced. The costs of PLATO courseware

development should be compared to the

detlopment costs for other forms of

instruction.

Methodology

Becaus,. this study attempted to delre into a relatively new

area without many guides for substantive topics or methodology,

the primary method peed for colizcting data had to be exploratory

and flexible. Attempts at designing and distributing a

questionnaire, looking at.usage data recorded bythc PLATO system,

and asking people to keep a record of their; activities for a week

were relatively unsuccessful because the data were either very

difficult to organize and interpret or they were obviously

incomplete and distortions of tha real procedures. Semi-structured

interviews (see appendix) were finally selected b-2cause they could

be used to examine past stages of development, even though the

accuracy of recall of ietails is questionable under such

conditions, and could be adapted to the individual interviewee's

areas of knowledge. Another important consideration was that

people who were unwilling to spend twenty minutes filling out a

questionnaire were willing to spend one or more hours talking

with 0 knowledgeable, interested colleague. Most of the

interviews were recorded on audio tapes, but the primary records
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used in writing this report were summaries written by the

interviewers, using the forteln the appendix. The form was

designed after the first group had been interviewe..1 And was also

based on a great number of questions, observations, and hypOtheses

which had been generated by many people over thelprevious two

years.

Many of the hypotheses and topics of the previous section

could and should be studied independently, using a wide variety of

cx.stionnaires, tests, interviews, on-line measures, and other

forms of data. However, the complex and incsracting nature of

many Lyies indicates the need for a more comprehensive study.

In an effort to supplement interviews with morn objective data,

it is recommended that a mechanism for collecting data on time

spent in various activities be made available to all PLATO

courseware development groups and, so far as possible, to other

courseware development efforts.

Insert Table 5 about here

)!'possible mechanism would be an interactive lesson or

tailored questionnaire which asks each developer to indicate on a

regular, perhaps weekly, basis how much time has been spent in

each of several activities. Another possibility would be to have

an independent observer use time-sampling techniques to gather
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such data. The categories listed in Table 5 are a starting point

but could be modified by each project to it individual

circumstances. For instance, some directo\rs may want to list

each lesson under development instead of the categories of

instructional lessons indicted. Presumabity, some categories,

such as "audio messages" or "user recruitmlnt," would be

inappropriate for some people or at some times and could be

eliminated under such circumstances. EquipMent and miscellaneous

costs could be filled in separately. There would also have to be

accompanying descriptive information about the courseware

development models being used, the selection procedures, the

reward structure, the .cope of the courseware, the number of

instructional hours, the expected number of students who would

uee the courseware and the other topics raised in this paper.

V

After a sufficient number of projects have used this data

collection system to analyze their own developmental efforts,

there could be an anonymous data base which could be used by

new projects to predict the consequences of various decisions.

Through such a process, courseware development procedures could

be Improved just as the courseware products of these efforts are

improved. Hopefully, this paper is a step in that direction.
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Table 1

Description of the Study,Sample

Groups I
Dates of

Interviews
No. of People
Interviewed

Elementary June, 1974 8
Reading March, 19$

---

Elementary
llatheiaattcs

August-September,
1974

19

Accounting June, 1974; 4
December, i974

Biology December, 1974; 4
NSF- March, 1975

Project Chemistry July, 1974; 5

December, 1974;
March, 1975

Community July, 1974; 11
College December, 1975
English

Community July, 1974; 6
College December, 1974
Mathematics

Aberdeen December, 1974 6

\

Proving
(rounds .

ARPA
Chanute Air January, 1975 9

Project Force Base

Sheppard Air February, 1975 11

Force Base
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Table 1--Continued

Groups
Dates of
Interviews

No. of People
Interviewed

Military August, 1974 9

Training
I

Centers

Support PLATO Services August, 1974 4

Organization
Groups

PLATO August, 1974 4
Educational
Evaluation
and Research

Basic Medical
Sciences

February-March,
1975

9

University
Foreign July, 1974 7

Groups
Languages

Veterinary August, 1974 6

Medicine
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Number of Groups Using Vari s

Reviewers andTargets of Revi

76

Targets of
Review

Reviewers
..

Other
Developets

, External

Experts
Instructor-

',..iers

Student
Testing

Content 12 3 7 8

Instructional
Design

12 3 ' 5 11

Coding' , 10 1 0 7
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Table 3

Comparison of Models of Group Structure

and PLATO Groups

Groups,

(With
Starting
Dates)

Models

Independent
Developer

Colleagueship

Lesson
Designer
with

Programming
Assistants

Support
Staff

Foreign
Languages
(Sept., 1966)

Phase 1

t

Phase 1 Phase 1 Phase 1

Chemistry
(Sept., 1967)

Phase 1 Phase 1 --- - --

I

Biology
(Sept.,- 1968)

Phase 1 Phase 1 Phase 1 ---

Elementary
School
Mathematics
(Sept., 1968)

Phas- 1 --- Phase 1 ---

_ --- Phase 2 --- ---

--- Phase 3 Phase 3 Phase 3

Veterinary
Medicine
(Sept., 1970)

--- --- Phase 1 Phase

Elementary
School
Reading
(April, 1971)

.- Phase 1 --- - --

--- Phase 2 -Phase 2 Phase 2

Community
Phase .1 Phase 1 .Phase 1 -

---

College
English

Phase 2 Phase 2 These 2 Phase 2

(July, 1971)
...... Phase 3 Phase 3, 'phase 3

84
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Table 3 -- Continued

Groups,

(With
S
Dates)

.,-

Models

Independent
Developer

Colleagueship

Lesson
Designer
with

Programming
Assistants

Support
Staff
..

Community
College
Mathematics
(July, 1971)

Phase 1 Phase 1 --- - --

Phase 2
0

Phase 2 Phase 2 - --

Accounting
(Sept., 1971)

Phase 1 --- --- ---

--- --- Phase 2 ---

Military
Training
Centers
(July, 1972)

--- --- --- Phase 1

lianute Air,
Force Base
(August, 1972)

--- Phase 1 --- Phase 1

--- ---
.

Phase 2 Phase 2

Aberdeen
Proving ,

Grounds
(March, 1973)

...- phase 1 -- - --

Basic Medical
Sciences
(J nly, 1973)

--- --- Phase 1 - --

--- Phase 2 Phase 2 Phase 2

*PLATO
Services

Organization
(August, 1973)

---
,'

I--

. .

--- Phase 1

4

85

a
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Table 3--Continued

Groups

Models

Independent
Developer

Colleagueship

Lesson
Designer
with

Programming
Assistants

Support
Staff

(With

Starting
Dates)

**PLATO
Educational
Evaluation and
Research
(August, 1973)

00 00 00 00 OE IMP 00 010 00 Phase 1

Sheppard Air
Force Base
(Feb., 1974)

GM 00 Phase 1 0000 00

1

Phase 1

* The people in this group functioned as consultants as early as
1971, but a formal organization was no established until

August, 1973.

** Successor to the CERL Evaluation Office, which was begun in
August, 1967.

86
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Table 4

Relevant Background Characteristics

NSF-
funded

Projects

ARPA-
funded

Projects

CERL
Support
Groups

University
Groups

Totals

High School
Graduates or
Students

7 8 0 0 15

College
Graduates

13 10 1 5 29

Masters or
Equivalent
Degrees

27 4 6 7

Doctorates 12 4 8 10

Teaching
Experience

36 16 11 11 74

Curriculum
Development
Experience

4 4 1 1 10

Non-PLATO
Computer
Experience

21 5 7 6 39
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Table 5

Categories for Collecting Courseware Development Data

.

Personnel
Time

Equip-.
meat
Costs

k
10.1
U

.,4

01

2
0
.4
W
(03

W

t: ii

II

44

`til
i.)
U3

il
C

v0

411644

2
to
41
1.4
0
t.0

SO

t al

-V

il0
1.1
0
8.0

41.,0
1
41.0
Ce

ta.1

11

44

....

j
1; 405

g0 - 4'
W r4 W
P4 W vl
P.I > p.1
W W 0.

.: g.
14 C/3

START-UP:

Selecting Developers

Train5.ng Others and Consulting

Being Tranied and Keeping Up

Eapi;;y1g System Carabilities

.......---'

PLANNING:

ecifying Content

.

Specifying Instructional Strategy

Specifying Program Structure

PRODUCTION:

Instructional Lessons:

Drill and Practice

Tutorial

Cams and Simulations

Other

Support Lessons:

Routers

88
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Table 5--Continued

' Personnel
Time

Equip-
. ment

Costs

id0

2
..4
Ca

:I
g0
4140:
14
is

Illt

.44

41
i.s
C0

.t.i
I,

lit
2
CA

II
14

O.

a
Vi

00
2!

Li0
41

ii.a
CI

4.110
1
.6t0
Crpi
s.,I
4.1
CI

.....

U
ej 4
20 0 0;0 ri 0r4 0 ..1
71 t 1.
s g I.... caZ

Drivers

Data Collection

Other Media:

Slides/Microfiche

Audio Mes3ages

Workbooks .

Other .

REVIEW:

Reviewing Lessons by Other
Developers

Feedback From Other Developers

Feedback From External Experts

Feedback From Instructor-Users

Feedback From Initial Student-Users

1ALIDATION & DOCUMENTATION:

Study Design

Instrument Development

User Recruitment .

89
Im.011111111MIN
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..

Personnel
Time

quip
meat
Costs

i
U
U

L
r1A

4,41

0
'A
CA0

*04
I4

04

44

it.1
41
40

$4
0

"Pa.
0

"'I

1441

2
CO3

140
13.0

U$

W
W

ti
Etc'

$4 .

4.4
0
I'
0

C.;

4.1
C

N

..t
0a
14

2
140

.....

4
0t .11

g .,
O 0 640 r4 0

r4 1.410 0 al
% E1431

v4 %.0 co
Z

Data Collection-

Data Analysis

Documentation

IMPLEMENTATION:

Maintenance

Dissemination

Updating

HARDWARE /SOFTWARE:

Development

Maintenance

ADMINISTRATION/COORDINATION

9U
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Appendix

Individual Interview Summary

Name

Curriculum Group

Position
Appointments
Z time (in each)
Title on project
Starting date

Background
Education
Experience

Previous PLATO work
Programming
Teaching
Curriculum design

Initial expectations

Product
What is it (programs, parts of programs, content)?
Example (if tangible)
Other products
Criteria for judging products
How many instructional hours?
How many work-hours to produce them?

Role and Process
Role in production of courseware
Degree of autonomy
Nonproduction activities'

Interaction .41th instructor-users (demos, workshops, recruiting)
Interaction with professional community (conferences, reading/writing

publications
Administration (personnel, coordination of meetings, reports, external

evaluation)
Proctoring of students
Advising (TUTOR, lesson design)
Training
Other (hardware development, etc.)

Inputs Received
Kinds and sources
How are they used?
Review ' Tedures (criteria for acceptance of your work)

Online/offline methods and behavior
What is done online
Whet is dons offline



Use of Time
Time devoted to single tasks (continuous? interrupted?)
Partition of work load (uniform? peaks?)

Ideal Production Model
Division of roles
Characteristics of staff
Other comments

of TUTOR

Learning time and conditions
Original
Continuing

Level of skill (check one)
Uses all "tools" (common, algorithms, answer processing, data)
Uses some "tools"
Writes structured (sequenced) lessons
Writes linear lessons
Typing (some coding)
No editing (sign-on and communications only)

Correspondence between skill level and job requirements
Kind of programming

Instructional
Support
Revision

Use of resources/work style
Flowcharts
Printouts
AIDS/manuals
Consultation

TUTOR as aid or hindrance to instructional design

Attitudes

Motivations and rewards
Principal dislikes about job
Long-term impact of PLATO
Impact of PLATO on individual (benefits, side effects)

Comments

0 (1


